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The retiring president also read the following
interesting account of the cave recently discovered at Findochty:—

lu

THE NEWLY DISCOVERED CAVE AT FINDOCHTY.

b

House many years, and for whom it was refitted
and extended, he having built the library and
ante-rooms, brought some old sculptures from
the South College, Elgin, which was his property, and put them into the portions of the
building that he was erecting. I think also one
or more were plaoed in the garden. I very well
recollect him saying to me when the building
was going on that the stones would puzzle some
future antiquarian !"
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While quarrymen were engaged two or three
weeks ago on the face of a cliff to the west of
Findochty harbour, adjacent to the school playground, they came on, the mouth of a cave, the
existence of whioh is not referred to in the
ancient records of this well-known, village. These
records, however, it must be confessed, are
somewhat scanty, but even oral tradition or
living memory, which are usually not so scrupulous or so inelastic in statement as the written
word, do not here come to our aid to afford any
explanation of its past history.
W e must,
therefore, take it as it is. The mouth of the
cave is about six feet wide and about three and
a-half feet high at the highest part, gradually
sloping down to the surface of the ground from
N.W. to S.E., in which direction the stratification of the rocks lie. The interior extends back
about 24- feet, and, even overblown as it now is
with sand, allows a man of six feet in height to
stand in several parts of it with comfort. A few
days ago I set t o work inside the cave with a
small body of volunteers, and after careful
digging and examination of the floor we made
no notable discovery; in fact, I should not have
been disinclined to believe any old inhabitant
played around the open mouth of the cave. The
mouth had no doubt gradually closed up with
the drifting of the sand; however it may have
been sufficiently large for many years to allow
sand and other articles t o blow into it, even
after inquisitive young Findochty had ceased-
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to explore the interior.
A t no very remote
period the sea had had access to the cave, a n d
the extreme end of the floor is still covered with
sea-worn boulders, sand, and shells, decayed a n d
undecayed specimens of which I have here for
your inspection," as. also (specimens of small bones
which were found in several parts of t h e floor
and throughout the sand.
These bones are
mostly those of a fox, not of a sea otter as was
at first supposed—a fact which I am enabled t o
state on the authority of M r Taylor, Lhanbryde,
—a most competent authority.
Three bone
needles, an armlet of jet (broken), and a n old
horn spoon were found. The armlet and spoon
are here for your inspection by favour of
Mr Taylor.
The bone needles, which, I
fear, have now disappeared, had no " eyes,"
and were of the kind xalled " marlingspikes"
by the boys of Findochty. A t a considerable
depth below the sand I found pieces of undecayed
tangle, a bit apparently of the steel rib of an
umbrella, with some other traces of comparatively recent occupancy.
Mr. Taylor wishes m e t o bring before this
meeting the advisability of the Field Club
causing a systematic examination of the floor of
the cave to be made. Whatever decision you
may arrive at, there can be no doubt it is worth
any one's while in passing through t h e village
of Findochty to step aside, for it is only t h e
matter of a few paces, to take a general survey
for a few minutes of this cave. W h a t strikes
one in a marked degree, even at a casual glance,
is the extreme dryness of the walls. T h e walls,
one would fancy, were made—made by Nature—
for a purpose. The roof and sides give clear
indication of long wearing by t h e action of sea
water and boulders combined, and a projecting
part of rook in the centre has evidently been
broken off with a view of improving t h e amenity
of the cave as a place of residence, a purpose
for which it is admirably a d a p t e d ; in fact, if
some enterprising citizen of Findochty would
take the matter in hand, and display but a t i t h e
of the enterprise that astonishes one in everything connected with this prosperous community, this newly discovered cave might rank
as one of the most famous health resorts in t h e
North. Here, like an ancient Briton in all his
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glory, you may stand at the mouth of your cave,
and inspire the concentrated essence of the
balmy and health-giving breezes of the broad,
blue expanse of the Moray Firth. Here, if you
are of an antiquarian turn of mind you have
opportunities of study in the immediate neighbourhood in the old Castle of Findochty, and
here, if otherwise inclined, you may indulge in
bathing or in the favourite pastimes of golf or
fishing, or enjoy a bracing pleasant walk to the
great fishing metropolis of the North, or a quiet
saunter along the fine promenade that leads to
the new cemetery. A select party has already
occupied the cave for a night; but, pressing
duties, no doubt, calling them away, they left
in. the early hours of the morning, and by an
unfortunate oversight omitted to record in the
Visitors' Book their experiences of this newly
established hotel.
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Speaking seriously, however, there could be
no more worthy or appropriate object to which
our Club could devote its energies and its funds
than the exploration of an ancient pre-historic
cavesuch as many t h a t c o u l d be named in other
parts of the country. My constant experience,
however, has been that the examination of caves
in this part of the country can add but little to
our previous knowledge, and with that brief
statement of my views, I leave the matter with
you.

After discussion, the meeting unanimously
agreed to invite Dr Cramond to make a full
investigation of the cave, and to engage such
labour as he required. This Dr Cramond kindly
undertook to do, and the authorities at Oullen
House have kindly given their sanction to allow
the work to be done.
OFFICE-BEARERS.

On the motion of Mr Hossack, a vote of thanks
was heartily passed to Dr Cramond for the able
way in which he had discharged the duties of
t h e chair during a year of more than ordinary
importance on account of the meetings of the
Northern Literary and Scientific Societies being
held in Banff.

